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Phase   One   FY22   Actions:     

Create    a   project   team   and   adopt   a   covenant   and   decision-making   process   

1. Representatives   from   Climate   Justice,   B&G,   Finance,   Board   
2. Consensus   decision-making   
3. Finance   approval   of   expenditures   
4. Three   proposals   prior   to   commitment   to   consultancy   

Document    current   conditions   and   patterns   of   use   of   the   building   

1. Occupancy   schedule   by   heat   zone,   envelope   areas   (wall,   roof,   windows,   doors),   
heat   systems   use   data,   EnergyStar   report   

2. Wall   and   ceiling   forensic   documentation   (insulation   potential)   

Research    with   Mass   Interfaith   Power   and   Light   (MIPL)   and   other   congregations   
strategies   and   experiences   for   building   neutrality   and   congregational   education.   

1. Insulation   strategies   using   non-toxic   materials,   alternate   heating   system   options.   
2. Occupancy   strategies,   comfort   strategies   
3. Funding   strategies   

Hire   consultant(s)    to   audit   and   develop   recommendations   and   costs   for   achieving   
carbon   neutrality   in   our   building   

1. Heat   loss   calculations,   roof   wall   and   window   assessment,   heating   plants   
assessment,   building   occupancy   observations,     

2. Insulation   and   occupancy   options   for   energy   use   reduction   using   non-toxic   
materials   

3. Alternate   heating   systems   options,   applications,   appropriateness   for   our   uses   
4. Current   carbon   footprint   
5. Strategy   for   replacing   fossil   fuel   systems   with   carbon-free   systems   by   heat   zone   

and   appliance,   including   timing   based   on   end-of-life   of   existing   systems   and   fuel   
use   reduction   impact.   Carbon   impact   for   each   system   replacement.   Ventilation   
systems   to   complement   alternate   heating   systems   

6. Cost   of   heating   system   and   appliance   replacement   by   system   at   current   cost   
including   ventilation   

7. Cost   of   ancillary   construction   work   by   system,   ie   insulation,   flooring,   wall   repair.   

Review    recommendations   and   draft   a   proposal   for   Becoming   Carbon   Neutral   for   the   
First   Parish   building   that   includes   timeline,   cost   estimates,   and   a   capital   raise   plan.   

Hold   conversations    at   church   to   hear   and   learn   from   each   other   what   “to   care   for   the   
living   earth”   means   to   us.   

1. Education   on   the   impact   of   our   building   systems   on   climate   change   
2. Learning   circles   to   raise   awareness   of   how   individual   and   collective   action   can   be   

targeted   for   maximum   impact   on   climate   crisis.   

Inform    the   congregation   on   the   learnings   from   the   Phase   One   information   gathering,  
the   draft   Becoming   Carbon   Neutral   plan,   and   the   plan   for   Phase   Two   

Adopt    a   resolution   with   commitments   at   the   2022   annual   meeting   for   First   Parish   to   live   
into   our   mission   “to   care   for   our   living   earth”.   
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Project   timeline   Phase   One   FY2022   

  
  

Project   Budget   -   Phase   One   FY2022   

  


